
The 2015 federal election has put electoral reform on the
front burner in Canada. The federal parliamentary
committee examining electoral reform will make its

recommendations to the federal government by year-end, with
government’s response expected next spring. 

As Official Opposition spokesperson for democratic reform
in BC, I want to make clear our commitment to making electoral
reform an issue in the 2017 provincial election. 

In 2013, only 24% of eligible voters and less than half of the
people who cast ballots voted for the current BCLiberal
government, which under the ‘first past the post’ (FPTP) system,
holds 100% of the power in the legislature. The opposition loses
every vote on virtually all of our legislative proposals, regardless
of how constructive or strongly supported by the public. The
Green and Conservative parties received 13% of votes in 2013
but between them have only 1% of the MLAs. 

This means that the FPTP system leaves more than half of
voters in BC with zero power in the legislature. The unfairness
of our system is a key factor underlying voter cynicism and
declining electoral participation.

British Columbians should be asked to move to a system of
proportional representation (PR), some form of which is used
by over 80 countries in the world, including parliaments similar
to ours in Scotland, Northern Ireland, Wales and New
Zealand. There are different types of PR systems, but they all
ensure the proportion of seats each party wins in parliament
reflects their share of the popular vote.

Electoral Reform was first introduced to BC in 2002 in a

successful Citizen Initiative proposed by Adriane Carr, then
leader of the BC Green Party, now Vancouver Councillor (Carr
supported a Mixed Member Proportion system (MMP)). This
led to a Citizens Assembly on Electoral Reform which
recommended a single transferrable vote (STV) system in its
final report in 2004, which in turn led to a referendum on STV.
After an extraordinary grassroots awareness campaign, the
2005 referendum achieved 58% support (just shy of an arbitrary
60% approval threshold) including the required majority of
voters in 77 ridings out of 79. 

However when the BC Liberal government organized a
second referendum on the STV system in 2009, 60.9% voted
against the system. The contrary results of two referenda suggest
a clearer mandate from voters is necessary to proceed with
electoral reform. 

One staged approach to a referendum question that could be
considered here was taken by New Zealand—first holding a
referendum on whether to move to some form of PR. The specific
type of PR could then be decided by government based on public
consultation. The opposite of the process conducted here, where
BCers were asked to approved a specific system.

The threshold for success could also be a clear majority (not
an arbitrarily high threshold), and government must support
the referendum and subsequent consultation process with
comprehensive and objective information, possibly under the
auspices of Elections BC. 

We can, and must strengthen our democratic institutions in
BC. 0
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Electoral reforms in BC
Gary Holman, MLA (with added background)


